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ABSTRACT

background area. The purpose of segmentation is to remove
the noisy area at the borders of ﬁngerprint image. It is espeAn important step in ﬁngerprint recognition is the segmentacially important for the reliable extraction of ﬁngerprint minution of the region of interest (ROI). The objective of ﬁngertiae.
print segmentation is to extract the region of interest (ROI)
There are two types of ﬁngerprint segmentation algorithms:
which contains the desired ﬁngerprint impression. Fingerunsupervised and supervised. In Unsupervised algorithms,
print image segmentation highly inﬂuences the performances
block wise features such as local histogram of ridge orientaof Automatic Fingerprint Identiﬁcation System (AFIS). We
tion [4],[5], gray-level variance, magnitude of the gradient in
present in this paper, a Modiﬁed Gradient Based Method to
each image block [6], Gabor feature [7],[8] are extracted. Suextract ROI. The distinct feature of our technique is that it
pervised method ﬁrst extracts several features like coherence,
gives high accurate segmentation percentage for ﬁngerprint
average gray level, variance and Gabor response [8],[9], and
images even in case of low quality ﬁngerprint images. The
then a simple linear classiﬁer is chosen for classiﬁcation.
proposed algorithm is applied on FVC2004 database. ExperThe method described in [10] is based on the local cerimental results demonstrate the improved performance of the
tainty level of the orientation ﬁeld, which is computed using
proposed scheme.
the intensity gradient of the image. Those 16x16 pixel blocks
in which the certainty level is higher than a given threshold
Index Terms— Segmentation, Region of Interest, Mean,
are considered as foreground blocks. In [11] the average graCoherence, Gradient
dient on each block is computed which is expected to be high
in the foreground and low in the background. In [12] gradient
1. INTRODUCTION
coherence, gray intensity mean and variance are also used in
segmentation. The segmentation technique presented in [13]
The unchangebility of ﬁngerprints during the human life span
is based on Gabor ﬁlters.
and the uniqueness of each individual’s ﬁngerprints are the
In this paper, we present the Modiﬁed Gradient based
basis for using ﬁngerprints for identiﬁcation purposes [1]. Finmethod for segmentation and compare our technique with Mean
gerprint based recognition is most popular among the biometricand Variance based technique and Direction based technique.
based security systems due to the uniqueness and invariability
This paper is organized in ﬁve sections. Section 2 presents
of ﬁngerprint feature and the feasibility of ﬁngerprint veriﬁthe traditional segmentation techniques. Section 3 contains
cation system [1]. As the ﬁrst step of ﬁngerprint recognition,
the proposed method for ﬁngerprint segmentation. Experisegmentation that aims to extract precisely ﬁngerprint foremental results of our technique compared with other techground from background not only convenient to the further
niques are discussed in section 4 followed by conclusion in
processing but also reduces computational cost since all the
section 5.
subsequent processing will only be focused on foreground of
ﬁngerprint image. A ﬁngerprint is a pattern of parallel ridges
and valleys on the surface of ﬁngertip [2]. Most Automatic
2. SEGMENTATION TECHNIQUES
Fingerprint Identiﬁcation systems (AFIS) are based on local
Fingerprint images have various resolution and normally 500
ridge features; ridge ending and ridge bifurcation, known as
dpi ﬁngerprint images are used [18]. Generally scanned imminutiae [3]. Segmentation of ﬁngerprint image is the most
age includes noisy background and distortion which may cause
important part of AFIS. Feature extraction algorithms extract
problem in further steps of AFIS. So, some preprocessing is
a lot of false features (minutiae) when applied to the noisy
CCECE/CCGEI May 5-7 2008 Niagara Falls. Canada
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required to mitigate the effect of such unwanted region [16].
2.1. Mean and Variance based Method
Mean and variance based method can signiﬁcantly reduce the
number of basic image entities, and due to the good discontinuity preserving ﬁltering characteristic, the salient features of
the overall image are retained [1].
Steps for mean and variance based method [1] are summarized as follows:

2.2. Direction Based Method
This method is mainly based on the coherence of direction.
A ﬁngerprint consists of parallel line structures. The coherence will be considerably higher in the foreground than in the
background [14].
The steps for Direction Based Method [14][17] are summarized as follows:
1. Divide the input image I(i, j) into non-overlapping blocks
with size w x w.
2. Use 3x3 sobel vertical and horizontal masks deﬁned in
equations 3 and 4 respectively to compute the gradients∂x (i, j)
and ∂y (i, j) and at each pixel (i , j)which is the center
of the block.
⎛
⎞
−1 0 1
sobelV ertical = ⎝ −2 0 2 ⎠
(3)
−1 0 1
⎛
⎞
−1 −2 −1
0
0 ⎠ (4)
sobelHorizontal = ⎝ 0
1
2
1

1. Divide the input image I(i, j) into non-overlapping blocks
with size w x w.
2. Compute the mean value M (I) for each block using
equation 1 .
1
M (I) = 2
w

w/2


w/2


I(i, j)

(1)

i=−w/2 j=−w/2

3. Use the mean value computed in step 2 to compute the
standard deviation value std(I) from equation 2.



 1
std(I) =  2
w

w/2


w/2


3. Estimate the local orientation using equations 5, 6 and
7 [11].
i+w/2

(I(i, j) −

Vx (i, j) =

M (I))2



j+w/2



(∂x (u, v))(∂y (u, v)) (5)

u=i−w/2 v=j−w/2

i=−w/2 j=−w/2

i+w/2

(2)

Vy (i, j) =



j+w/2



∂x2 (u, v) − ∂y2 (u, v) (6)

u=i−w/2 v=j−w/2

4. Select empirically a threshold value working on different images . If the std(I) is greater than threshold
value, the block is considered as foreground otherwise
it belongs to background.
Figure 1 shows the segmented images based on mean
and variance method.

i+w/2

Vz (i, j) =



j+w/2



(∂x (u, v) + ∂y (u, v))2

u=i−w/2 v=j−w/2

(7)
4. Calculate background certainty and orientation ﬁeld using equation 8.
coh =

(Vx2 (i, j) + Vy2 (i, j))
w 2 ∗ Vz

(8)

5. Select empirically a threshold value working on different images . If the coh is greater than threshold value,
the block is considered as foreground otherwise it belongs to background.
Figure 2 shows the segmented images for direction based
method.

Fig. 1. 1st Row:Fingerprint Images from FVC2004 database,
2nd Row:Mean and Variance Based Segmented Images

Above mentioned methods can correctly segment the ﬁngerprint images whose boundary is distinct and background
is uniform (Fig. 1 and Fig. 2). But Mean and Variance based
method does not work well on too wet or too dry ﬁngerprint
images, while direction-based method can not slice off the
false trace caused by sweat [17].
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6. Compute standard deviation for both Mx and My using
equations 11 and 12.


w/2
w/2


 1 
stdx =  2
(∂x (i, j) − Mx (I))2
w
i=−w/2 j=−w/2

(11)



 1
stdy =  2
w

w/2


w/2


(∂y (i, j) − My (I))2

i=−w/2 j=−w/2

Fig. 2. 1st Row:Fingerprint Images from FVC2004 database,
2nd Row: Direction Based Segmented Images

(12)
7. Compute the gradient deviation using equation 13.

3. MODIFIED GRADIENT BASED METHOD

grddev = stdx + stdy

In AFIS, the processing of the surrounding background in ﬁngerprint image is not necessary and consumes more processing time in all stages. Cutting or cropping out the region that
contains the ﬁngerprint feature (ROI) minimizes the number
of operations on the ﬁngerprint image. In this section, we
present a new Modiﬁed Gradient Based Method for ﬁngerprint segmentation. In this method, we compute the local gradient values for ﬁngerprint images which detect sharp change
in the gray level value of background. This technique segments the ﬁngerprint images accurately especially very dry
and wet ﬁngerprint images are segmented in an accurate manner.
Steps for our proposed method are summarized as follows:

(13)

8. Select a threshold value empirically. If grddev is greater
than threshold value, the block is considered as foreground otherwise it belongs to background.
Figure 3 shows the segmented images based on Boundary Values and Modiﬁed Gradient Based method.

1. Divide the input image I(i, j) into non-overlapping blocks
with size w×w. In our case w = 8.
2. Use histogram equalization to enhance the contrast between background and foreground.
3. Use a 3×3 median ﬁlter to reduce the noise in background of the image [15].
4. Compute the gradients ∂x (i, j) and ∂y (i, j) at each pixel
(i,j)which is the center of the block.

Fig. 3. 1st Row:Fingerprint Images from FVC2004 database,
2nd Row: Modiﬁed Gradient Based method Segmented Images

5. Compute the mean values Mx and My for x and y component of the gradient using equations 9 and 10 respectively
1
Mx = 2
w

My =

1
w2

w/2


w/2


∂x (i, j)

(9)

∂y (i, j)

(10)

i=−w/2 j=−w/2

w/2


w/2


i=−w/2 j=−w/2

4. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
The performance of our proposed technique is tested on FVC2004
[18] database. The database contains 40 different ﬁngers and
8 impressions of each ﬁnger (40x8=320 ﬁngerprints).The images in DB1, DB2, DB3 and DB4 are 640x480, 328x364,
300x480 and 288x384 respectively and each having a resolution of 500 dpi. Segmentation results of our enhanced segmentation method compared with Mean and Variance based
method and Direction based method are shown in Table 1.
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Table 1. Results and Comparison-I
Approaches
Mean and
Variance
Direction
Based
Proposed
Segmentation

Accurately
Segmented
(Numbers)

Accurately
Segmented
(%)

Poorly
Segmented
(Numbers)

Poorly
Segmented
(%)

213

66.5

107

33.5

227

71.0

93

29.0

294

91.8

26

8.2

Table 2. Results and Comparison-II
Quality
of image
White
Background
Grayish
Background
Dark
Background
Noisy
Background

Mean and
Variance Based
(%)

Direction
Based
(%)

Proposed
Segmentation
(%)

97

95

89

87

91

91

6

12

92

42

57

91

Fig. 4. Pictorial comparison of proposed algorithm with traditional techniques. Ist column shows ﬁngerprint images from
FVC2004. 2nd and 3rd columns show the ROI detected with
Mean and variance based and Direction based techniques respectively. 4th column shows the ROI detected with Proposed
Technique

The results of the image segmentation with Mean and Variance Based scheme, Direction Based scheme and Proposed
scheme are summarized in Table 2. For above mentioned
techniques, a comparative analysis of the computation time,
with AMD Athlon 64bit processor 3000+, 801 MHz, and 1
GB RAM, is performed and is summarized in Table 3. Figure 4 demonstrate that proposed technique detects ROI more
accurately than other techniques even for very dry and oily
images.

In this paper a new Modiﬁed Gradient based scheme for ﬁngerprint segmentation is proposed. Our segmentation technique detects ROI by computing the local gradient values followed by the application of Modiﬁed Gradient Based method
to extract it. In the proposed scheme, mean and standard deviation of gradient of the image is computed. The segmenta-

Techniques
Mean and Variance
Direction based Method
Proposed Segmentation

Processing Time Seconds
0.27
0.22
0.15
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